Integration:

**Integration to Leading Home Automation & Security Systems**

*Install PLLC UPB stand-alone or integrate with the world’s leading security and automation systems. During or post installation;*

PLLC’s 240V UPB intelligent energy saving lighting control system is FULLY compliant with the world’s leading security and automation controllers and software. By adding an HAI controller coupled with a HAI touch screen and software the UPB lighting control system becomes fully integrated with the security and automation system.

*Here are but a few examples;*

*"Lived In Look";* With just one touch of a button you can give your home the 'lived in look' when you are away. Lights turn on / off periodically in various zones of the house. TV turns on for a few hours, then off again. Turn lights on at dusk to 25% and brighten as ambient light decreases. Lights on at 25% before dawn and diminish as ambient light increases.

*Access security CAMS* and view them on your mobile handset (e.g. iPhone). Arm / Disarm security, control lighting or almost anything in your home no matter where you are on the planet (requires internet access).

*Stranger at the front door?* Porch light on at 50%, security camera starts recording and visitor is viewed on the screen.

*Overseas and you are alerted to open your front door to let the mother-in law...* No problem – you can even have a voice chat.

*Mother in law leaves and forgets to arm security?* Relax, it will alert you and arm itself.

*Movie Time?* Select play & lights dim to 0% & movie starts. Making popcorn? Press pause, lights automatically raised to 33% and when you’re ready press play and lights dime to 0% again. (Not to mention Live TV time shifting – never miss a segment!).

*Front door bell ringing?* Movie pauses, porch and hallway lights on, view who is there via the security cams.

*Kids up for that midnight bathroom visit?* – lights on at 25% & off when done. *Left bedroom lights on?* If zero occupancy after 60 seconds they will turn off.

*Start with PLLC UPB Intelligent Energy Saving lighting control and add when and as you need and can afford – scaleable, modular, cost effective, efficient.*

your home in a whole new light ...
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